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6.9 Transient two and three-dimensional problems In all of the previous problems the time stepping was used simply as an iterative device for reaching the steady-state solutions. However this can be used in real time and the transient situation can be studied effectively. Many such transient problems have been



Fig. 6.17 A transient problem with adaptive remeshing 73 Simulation of a sudden failure of a pressure vessel Progression of refinement and velocity patterns shown Initial mesh 518 nodes
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dealt with from time to time and here we illustrate the process on three examples. The first one concerns an exploding pressure vessel73 as a two-dimensional model as shown in Fig. 6.17. Here of course adaptivity had to be used and the mesh is regenerated every few steps to reproduce the transient motion of the shock front. A similar computation is shown in Fig. 6.18 where a diagrammatic form of a shuttle launch is modelled again as a two-dimensional problem.73 Of course this twodimensional model is purely imaginary but it is useful for showing the general



Fig. 6.18 A transient problem with adaptive r e m e ~ h i n g .Model ~ ~ of the separation of shuttle and rocket. Mach 2, angle of attack -4", initial mesh 4130 nodes.
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Fig. 6.19 Separation of a generic shuttle vehicle and rocket b o ~ s t e r . ’(a) ~ Initial surface mesh and surface pressure; (b) final surface mesh and surface pressure.



configuration. In Fig. 6.19 however, we show a three-dimensional shuttle approximating closely to reality.29 The picture shows the initial configuration and the separation from the rocket.



6.10 Viscous problems in two dimensions Clearly the same procedures which we have discussed previously could be used for the full Navier-Stokes equations by the introduction of viscous and other heat diffusion terms. Although this is possible we will note immediately that very rapid gradients of velocity will develop in the boundary layers (we have remarked on this already in Chapter 4) and thus special refinement will be needed there. In the first example we illustrate a viscous solution by using meshes designed a priori with fine subdivision near the boundary. However, in general the refinement must be done adaptively and here various methodologies of doing so exist. The simplest of course is the direct use of mesh refinement with elongated elements which we have also discussed in Chapter 4. This will be dealt with by a few examples in Sec. 6.10.2. However in Sec. 6.10.3 we shall address the question of much finer refinement with very elongated elements in the boundary layer. Generally we shall d o such a refinement with such a structured grid near the solid surfaces merging into the general unstructured meshing outside. In that section we shall introduce methods which can automatically separate structured and unstructured regions both in the boundary layer and in the shock regions.
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Fig. 6.20 Refinement in the boundary layer.



The methodology is of course particularly important in problems of three dimensions. In Sec. 6.11 we show some realistic applications of boundary layer refinement and here we shall again refer to turbulence. The special refinement which we mentioned above is well illustrated in Fig. 6.20. In this we show the possibility of using a structured mesh with quadrilaterals in the boundary layer domain (for two-dimensional problems) and a three-dimensional equivalent of such a structured mesh using prismatic elements. Indeed such elements have been used as a general tool by some investigator^.'^-^^



6.10.1 A preliminary example ~~
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The example given here is that in which both shock and boundary layer development occur simultaneously in high-speed flow over a flat plate.77 This problem was studied extensively by Carter.78His finite difference solution is often used for comparison purposes although some oscillations can be seen even there despite a very high refinement. A fixed mesh which is graded from a rather fine subdivision near the boundary to a coarser one elsewhere is shown in Fig. 6.21. We obtained the solution using as usual the CBS algorithm. In Fig. 6.22, comparisons with Carter's7' solution are presented



~
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Fig. 6.21 Viscous flow past a flat plate (Carter problem).” Mach 3, Re = 1000 (a) mesh, nodes: 6750, elements. 13, 172 contours of (b) pressure and (c) Mach number.
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Fig. 6.22 Viscous flow past a flat plate (Carter pr~blern).~’Mach 3, Re = 1000. (a) Pressure distribution along the plate surface, (b) exit velocity profile.



and it will be noted that the CBS solution appears to be more consistent, avoiding oscillations near the leading edge.



6.10.2 Adaptive refinement in both shock and boundary layer In this section we shall pursue mesh generation and adaptivity in precisely the same manner as we have done in Chapter 4 and previously in this chapter, i.e. using elongated finite elements in the zones where rapid variation of curvature occurs. An example of this application is given in Fig. 6.23. Here now a problem of the
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Fig. 6.23 Continued.



interaction of a boundary layer generated by a flat plate and externally impinging shock is pre~ented.’~ In this problem, some structured layers are used near the wall in addition to the direct approach of Chapter 4. The reader will note the progressive refinement in the critical area. The second problem dealt with by such a direct approach again using the CBS algorithm is that of high-speed flow over an aerofoil. The flow is transonic and is again over a NACA0012 aerofoil. This problem was extensively studied by many researchers.80.81In Fig. 6.24, we show the final mesh after three iterations as well as contours of density. The density contours present some instability which are indeed observed by many authors at large distance from the aerofoil in the wake.x2 In such a problem it would be simpler to refine near the boundary or indeed at the shock using structured meshes and the idea of introducing such refinement is explored in the next section.
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Fig. 6.24 Transonicviscous flow past a NACAOOIZ aerofoil,82 Mach 0 95, (a) adapted mesh nodes 16388, elements 32 522, (b) density contours, (c) density contours in the wake
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Fig. 6.25 Hybrid mesh for supersonic viscous flow past a NACA0012 aerofoil,80 Mach 2, and contours of Mach number, (a) initial mesh, (b) first adapted mesh, (c) final mesh, (d) mesh near stagnation point (shown opposite).
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6.10.3 Special adaptive refinement for boundary layers and shocks --*--*-----



As with the direct iterative approach, it is difficult to arrive at large elongations during mesh generation, and the procedures just described tend to be inaccurate. For this reason it is useful to introduce a structured layer within the vicinity of solid boundaries to model the boundary layers and indeed it is possible to d o the same in the shocks once these are defined. Within the boundary layer this can be done readily as shown in Fig. 6.20 using a layer of structured triangles or indeed quadrilaterals. On many occasions triangles have been used here to avoid the use of two kinds of elements in the same code. However if possible it is better to use directly quadrilaterals. The same problem can of course be done three dimensionally and we shall in Sec. 6.11 discuss applications of such layers. Again in the structured layer we can use either prismatic elements or simply tetrahedra though if the latter are used many more elements are necessary for the same accuracy. It is clear that unless the structured meshes near the boundary are specified a priori, an adaptive procedure will be somewhat complicated and on several occasions fixed boundary meshes have been used. However alternatives exist and here two possibilities should be mentioned. The first possibility, and that which has not yet been fully exploited, is that of refinement in which structured meshes are used in both shocks and boundary layers and the width of the domains is determined after some iterations. The



Fig. 6.26 Structured grid in boundary layer for a two-component aer~f oil. ~' Advancing boundary normals.
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Fig. 6.27 Hypersonicviscous flow at Mach 8.1 5 over a double ellip~oid.~’ (a) Initial surface mesh total nodes: 25 990 and elements: 139808,



procedure is somewhat involved and has been used with success in many trial problems as shown by Zienkiewicz and Wu.*’ We shall not describe the method in detail here but essentially structured meshes again composed of triangles or at least quadrilaterals divided into two triangles were used near the boundary and in the shock regions. The subdivision and accuracy obtained was excellent. In the second method we could imagine that normals are created on the boundaries, and a boundary layer thickness is predicted using some form of boundary layer analytical computation.30p33Within this layer structured meshes are adopted using a geometrical progression of thickness. The structured boundary layer meshing can of course be terminated where its need is less apparent and unstructured meshes continued outside. In this procedure we shall use the simple direct refinement of the type discussed in the previous section. Figure 6.25 illustrates supersonic flow around an NACAOO12 aerofoil using the automatic generation of structured and unstructured domains taken from reference 80. The second method is illustrated in Fig. 6.26 on a two-component aerofoil.



6.1 1 Three-dimensional viscous problems The same procedures which we have described in the previous section can of course be used in three dimensions. Quite realistic high Reynolds number boundary layers were
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Fig. 6.27 (Continued) (b) adapted mesh total nodes: 79023 and elements: 441 760, (c) pressure contours, (d) Mach contours.



so modelled. Figure 6.27 shows the viscous flow at a very high Reynolds number around a forebody of a double ellipsoid form.3' In this example a structured boundary layer is assumed u priori. The second example concerns a more sophisticated use of a structured subgrid procedure using local normals executed for a turbulent flow around an ONERA M6 wing attached to an aircraft body (Fig. 6.28).j4



Boundary layer-inviscid Euler solution coupling



Fig. 6.28 Turbulent,



VISCOUS,



compressible flow past a ONERA M6 wing 34 (a) Surface mesh, elements.



48 056



In this example a turbulent K-w model was used similar to the 6-Emodel. As we described in Chapter 5 an additional solution for two parameters is required. Figure 6.28(c) also shows the comparison of the coefficient of pressure values with experimental data.83



It is well known that high-speed flows which exist without substantial flow separation develop a fairly thin boundary layer to which all the viscous effects are confined. The flow outside this boundary layer is purely inviscid. Such problems have for some years been solved approximately by using pure Euler solutions from which the pressure distribution is obtained. Coupling these solutions with a boundary layer approximation written for a very small thickness near the solid body provides the complete solution. The theory by which the separation between inviscid and viscous domains
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Fig. 6.28 (Continued) (b) pressure contours.



is predicted is that based on the work of Prandtl and for which much development has taken place since his original work. Clearly various methods of solving boundary layer problems can be used and many different techniques of inviscid solution can be implemented. In the boundary layer full Navier-Stokes equations are used and generally these equations are specialized by introducing the assumptions of a boundary layer in which no pressure variation across the thickness occurs. An alternative to solving the equations in the whole boundary layer is the integral approach in which the boundary layer equations need to be solved only on the solid surface. Here the ‘transpiration velocity model’ for laminar f l o ~ and s ~ ~ the ‘lag-entrainment’ methods5 for turbulent flows are notable approaches. Further extensions of these procedures can be found in many available research article~.~~p~’ Many recent studies illustrate the latest developments and implementation procedures of viscous-inviscid coupling.” p93 Although the use of such viscous-inviscid



Boundary layer-inviscid Euler solution coupling 2 1 1



Fig. 6.28 (Continued) (c) coefficient of pressure distribution at 20%, 44%, 65%, 80%, 90% and 95% of wing span, line-n~rnerical~~ and circle-e~perimental,~~



coupling is not directly applicable in problems where boundary layer separation occurs, many studies are available to deal with separated f l o ~ s We . ~do~ not ~ ~ ~ give any further details of viscous-inviscid coupling here and the reader can refer to the quoted references and Appendix E.
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6.13 Concluding remarks This chapter describes the most important and far-reaching possibilities of finite element application in the design of aircraft and other high-speed vehicles. The solution techniques described and examples presented illustrate that the possibility of realistic results exists. However, we do admit that there are still many unsolved problems. Most of these refer to either the techniques used for solving the equations or to modelling satisfactorily viscous and turbulence effects. The paths taken for simplifying and more efficient calculations have been outlined previously and we have mentioned possibilities such as multigrid methods, edge formulation, etc., designed to achieve faster convergence of numerical solutions. However full modelling of boundary layer effects is much more difficult, especially for high-speed flows. Use of boundary layer theory and turbulence models is of course only an approximation and here it must be stated that much ‘engineering art’ has been used to achieve acceptable results. This inside knowledge is acquired from the use of data available from experiments and becomes necessary whether the turbulence models of any type are used or whether boundary layer theories are applied directly. In either case the freedom of choice is given to the user who will decide which model is satisfactory and which is not. For this reason the subject departs from being a precise mathematical science. The only possibility for such a science exists in direct turbulence modelling. Here of course only the Navier-Stokes equations which we have previously described are solved in a transient state when steadystate solutions do not exist. Doing this may involve billions of elements and at the moment is out of reach. We anticipate however that within the near future both computers and the methods of solution will be developed to such an extent that such direct approaches will become a standard procedure. At that time this chapter will serve purely as an introduction to the essential formulation possibilities. One aspect which can be visualized is that realistic three-dimensional turbulent computations will only be used in regions where these effects are important, leaving the rest to simpler Eulerian flow modelling. However the computational procedure which we are all striving for must be automatic and the formulation must be such that all choices made in the computation are predictable rather than imposed.
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